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Water is Fundamental
 A basic human need and an important
emotional connection -- think of rivers,
lakes, waterfalls -- and where we choose to
go for recreation
 We are facing a long-term water supply crisis
 National Geographic article last year on
“Worst Drought in 1,000 years Predicted for
American West” if we stay on current
trajectory of green house gas emissions
 Nationally, this is not getting the public’s
attention: water quality and infrastructure
repair are more visible priorities

Water Efficiency Success
 Water efficiency is over three decades old
 We have proven that water efficiency works,
but that success isolates us and sidelines us
in our utilities
 Saving water is antithetical to a utility’s
desire to sell water, so we are not popular
with utility management even when we re
successful
 What have we achieved so far? What are
the issues now facing us?

Preserve National Standards
 North America still the highest gpcd in world -- even
among developed countries -- but we are improving
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Preserve National Standards
 How did this happen?
 Passing1992 Energy Policy Act – standards
for plumbing fixtures
 Embedding these standards in national
Codes
 Enacting more stringent state water efficiency
standards (Texas!)
 Launching a WaterSense product label
 Implementing water utility programs
 BUT: Can we hold on to these standards in
this new political environment?

Preserve National Standards
 Toilets alone, assuming a
4% changeout rate
 Savings occur without
cost to the water utility
 Savings are permanent
over the life of the fixture
 18.2 trillion gallons
 Enough to supply New
York City, Chicago, and
Los Angeles for 20 years

Keep the WaterSense Program
 Launched in 2007
 Voluntary program, not
regulatory
 Despite low funding, it has
transformed the market
 Free savings:





1.1 trillion gallons of water
$21.7 billion in water/energy bills
146 billion kWh of electricity
54 million metric tons of CO2

Keep the WaterSense Program
 WaterSense may now be in jeopardy
 Never authorized by Congress, despite
dozens of attempts
 Funding is discretionary in EPA
Administrator's budget
 Could be very easily cancelled
 Even the long-time Energy Star label
appears to be at risk
 How do we protect it?

Focus on Utility Water Loss
 Once a minor program, leakage recovery
now a priority and a solid business case
 New methods and standards for identifying
and recovering non-revenue water have
been developed internationally – AWWA M36
Manual and audit form
 States are beginning to require regular
comprehensive validated water audits
(Texas! Georgia! California! Wisconsin!)
 North American Water Loss Conference
December 3-5, 2017 in San Diego

Focus on Outdoor Water Use
 We have made great strides in indoor water
efficiency
 Outdoor water use still poorly understood &
ripe for innovation & improvement at the
consumer, landscape contractor & designer
levels.
 Not anti-turf, but anti-waste
 Improve irrigation efficiency
 Change the water requirement of the
landscape

Focus on Outdoor Water Use
 Phase 1: Research compiled to
date and identified gaps
 Phase 2: Conducting new
studies to produce actionable
information on water savings
 Texas Members included
 2016 Studies:
 Landscape Transformation
 Impact of Drought
Restrictions
 Peak Reduction Study

Examine Growth in Arid Areas

Water Resources and
Population Growth,
2000-2020
Source: DOE/NETL (M. Chan, July 2002)

Link Water and Land Use
 How to grow in the face of
water scarcity?
 Net Blue: AWE project to
promote sustainable
communities
 Model ordinance that
communities can tailor to
create a water demand offset
approach for new development
 Partners: Environmental Law
Institute and River Network
 Launching February at
www.a4we.org

Keep Water Where It Is
 Need more integrated water management
and reuse
 We use potable water once and discharge it
 Why not reuse the water onsite once it is
already there?
 Don’t need to treat all water uses to safe
drinking water act standards
 Need Guidance on treatment -- SFPUC
Blueprint for Onsite water systems
 National panel to design standards to allow
and promote distributed treatment

Link Water Efficiency and Jobs
 Prepared and distributed to
Congress during 2009
Stimulus Bill discussion
 Analysis based on $10 billion
of federal water efficiency
investment
 150,000 - 220,000 new jobs
could be created
 Economic benefit multiplier
of 1.3-1.5.
 Posted at www.a4we.org

Make Our Customers Partners
 Not aware of how much water they
actually use (ignorance is worse w/out
meters)
 They complain about the rising cost of
tap water when they willingly pay a
thousand times more for the same
equivalent amount in a plastic bottle
 They have no idea how the utility
system is run and the nature of the
infrastructure costs

Make Our Customers Partners
 The American household spends,
on average, only $523/year on
water and wastewater charges, in
contrast to an average of $707/year
on carbonated soft drinks and other
beverages

Make Our Customers Partners
 US has the lowest burden for
treated water/wastewater bills as
a percentage of household
income, compared to other
developed countries, and the
highest water quality

Make our Customers Partners
 Most monthly rate “hikes” =
a hotdog and a coke
 Better consumer messaging
without blaming conservation
 Learn from bottled water
marketing: capture the
emotional connection to
water
 Consumers are your partners
 AWE “Water What you Pay
For” Video

Remove Unintended Consequences
1. Reduced water sales -- and thus
reduced utility revenue
2. Perception of rate hikes being caused
by consumer conservation
3. Reduced flows in plumbing fixtures
leading to documented pathogen growth
4. Potential drain line blockages in
commercial buildings
5. Slower main line flows causing need for
greater flushing and thus wasting water
6. Accelerated sewer line corrosion?

Remove Unintended Consequences
 Water Aging
 Pathogen growth (legionella)
 CDC statistics: 58% of all waterborne
diseases recorded in the US are legionella;
98% of the deaths are legionella
 Research needs to be done
 Solutions?
 Water Heater temps 140 degrees

 Point of use Disinfection
 UV
 Regular system flushing (wiping out water efficiency gains)

But There Are More…..
 There are 2 major barriers nationally to
planning and implementing water
conservation programs that are policy
oriented
 We don’t talk about them much
 But if not solved soon, they could be fatal
to the long-term effectiveness and
financing of your utility water
conservation programs

Make Rebates Tax Free
 Water efficiency is not federally tax-exempt
 This has always been a problem – not new
 Income from water conservation rebates is
federally taxable to the consumer, unlike
energy efficiency
 Some states made conservation tax-exempt
at the state level (e.g. California)
 Utilities are affected by this
 All rebate income totaling $600 or more in a
calendar year must be sent in a 1099 at the
end of the tax year

Make Rebates Tax Free
 We have been trying for years to get the
attention of Congress to fix this
 AWE has a fact sheet on this issue that it has
distributed to Congress since 2010
 Water utilities haven’t much appreciated the
need for a legislative fix because so little of
their consumer rebates in the past
aggregated to the $600 threshold
 Legislation was attempted in the 1990’s by a
Congressional Representative from Seattle –
but no success

Make Rebates Tax Free
 Landscape transformation rebates (often
known as “cash for grass” rebates) are
becoming popular, particularly in the arid
West
 Many individual consumers now receiving
much more than $600 a year
 Water utilities are now realizing their federal
tax obligations to send out 1099s to
consumers
 Consumer reaction has been very negative
 A disincentive to customer participation

Example
 In 2015, the Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California provided nearly half a
billion dollars in consumer rebates for
landscape transformation in response to the
drought
 When MWD’s 1099s for those rebates hit
consumers, their anger exploded
 They believed they were doing a public
service by taking out their lawn and
conserving water
 Rightfully maintained that this “benefit”
should not be personally taxable to them.

Enact a Solution
 Energy efficiency has been exempt from
federal taxation for three decades. Section
136 in the IRS Tax Code
 Thus, energy utilities don’t face sending out
thousands of 1099s every year to angry
customers.
 If water efficiency isn’t treated similarly,
consumer participation in water conservation
programs will wane and eventually
disappear.
 Utility CFO’s will not want to deal with the
1099 issue as well as angry customers

Create a Coalition
 Formed by Western Urban Water Coalition and AWE
 Purpose: to address and fix the tax-exemption barrier
for water conservation and green infrastructure
 Resolutions needed for Congress
 Need Texas support! Chairman Brady!

Financing Water Conservation
 Water utilities cannot debt finance water
conservation programs as part of their capital
improvement programs
 We used to be able to do this
 Problem is definitional standards issued by
the Government Accounting Standards
Board (GASB)
 Unless the “asset” being debt financed is
owned or controlled by the water utility (such
as a meter or a pressure valve) the “asset”
must be paid for with current year operating
funds

Fund with Capital Not Operating $
 Funding through the utility operating budget
is absolutely the worst way to finance a longterm benefit program like water conservation
 You would never consider paying for a water
supply source all at once in the first year
 For extremely large utilities this doesn’t have
much impact, as their operating budgets are
large
 But for small to medium utilities it is a huge
impediment
 And it will cause the need for rate hikes

Tracking Tool Navigation Worksheet

A Solution?
 Debt-financing is the smart way to fund longterm benefit water conservation programs
 Otherwise, conservation programs will shrink
in size to what is affordable from a tight
annual operating budget – a budget which is
also shrinking due to reduced sales
revenues
 Upfront operational spending plus resulting
sales reductions means needed rate
increases
 Conservation programs are downsized or
eliminated as a result

GASB
 Conservation programs and financing can be
encouraged under GASB rules if the benefits
could be treated as “assets”
 GASB defines an asset as a “resource with
present service capacity that the government
presently controls”
 Most water conservation projects do not
reflect “control” in a traditional sense, and
therefore are not treated by water utility
CFO’s as assets that may be capitalized

How to Fix This?
 Partnership with Water Now Alliance and
CERES
 White paper being developed
 Two options for fixing this:
1. GASB guidance provides that “a regulated
business-type activity should capitalize all or
part of an incurred cost that otherwise would
be charged to expense” under certain
criteria, which opens up the ability to treat
certain water conservation program costs as
“regulatory assets.”

Another Option: Legal Control
 For green infrastructure or cash-for-grass
programs, use easements and real property
leases to limit future changes to the relevant
property
 Example: 17,000 easements have been
issued by the Southern Nevada Water
Authority for cash for grass rebates; the
program is debt-financed
 For water efficient appliances or grey-water
systems, retain full ownership through
personal property leases or an interest in the
asset with a security filing

Moving Forward
1. Work with Government Finance Officer
Association on recommendations for
addressing these issues
2. Seek formal concurrence on the solutions
with GASB officials
3. Develop specific guidance for nervous water
utility CFOs
4. Enable once again debt financing of
conservation and green infrastructure

Solving the Rates Dilemma
 Biggest problem we have right now
 There should be no “conservation
conundrum”

 If we design rates correctly, we can
incentivize conservation without
sacrificing revenue stability
 AWE launched Financing Sustainable
Water initiative to help utilities with this
problem

Residential Water Sales

Water usage in western U.S. cities (Frost, 2013)

Beecher (2014)
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The Political Reality
 We don’t like to revise our rates
 It is politically unpopular, so we
change rates as little as possible
 The inevitable inflationary
increase is postponed until it is a
crisis, much less increases in
other costs
 Conservation is often blamed for
financial challenges – even when
there are no active conservation
programs in place
 This sends the wrong message to
consumers
 Local Officials are in a bind

“The losses have prompted
credit ratings agencies to
look closer at the finances
of public utilities in Texas.
One agency, Fitch,
downgraded some of Fort
Worth’s water and sewer
debt last year, and last
week the firm downgraded
the debt of the city’s
wholesale water supplier.
Fort Worth lost $11 million
last year because of water
conservation.”

What Really Affects Sales?
 Reduced demand from:
 efficient fixture replacement under the
plumbing and appliance codes
 active conservation programs
 the recession: industrial shift layoffs, home
foreclosures






Reduced peak demand in wet years
Increased infrastructure costs
Rise in other fixed costs
Continuing Inflation

Conservation Is a Benefit
 It is a long-term cost reducer to the utility
 Revenue loss is often due to other drivers
 Every gallon saved is water that does not
have to be pumped, treated and delivered
 Conservation is an investment and shortterm effects must be planned for
 Reduced utility costs generally mean
reduced customer rates in the long-term due
to avoided infrastructure capacity increases
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Financing Sustainable Water
 Building Better Rates in an
Uncertain World: A Handbook to
explain key concepts, provide case
studies and implementation advice
 AWE Sales Forecasting and
Rate Model: An innovative, userfriendly tool to model scenarios,
solve for flaws, and incorporate
uncertainty into rate making
 FinancingSustainableWater.org:
Web-based resources to convene
the latest research and information
in one location

Compare Bill Impacts

Affordability
Indicator

3. Bill impacts of Proposed rates
Under your Proposed rates, the volume charge may go up for some customers and down or stay the same for others. The Bill Impacts Table shows the percentage of bills that will go
down, stay the same, or go up -- and by how much. Charts showing the distribution of bill impacts for each customer class are provided on the Bill Impacts worksheet.

Avg and
median bill
impacts
Customer Class

Affordability Index
Current
Proposed

% Change in Average and Median Annual Water Service Cost by Customer Class
Average Annual Water Service Cost
Median Annual Water Service Cost
Current
Proposed
% Change
Current
Proposed
% Change
$777
$804
3.4%
$650
$672
3.3%
$4,254
$4,294
0.9%
$1,930
$1,942
0.6%
$3,323
$3,382
1.8%
$1,481
$1,504
1.5%
$5,599
$6,007
7.3%
$2,503
$2,720
8.7%

Single Family
Multi Family
CII
Landscape
Not in use
Not in use

Affordability index equals
the median annual water
cost for the primary
residential customer class
divided by median
household income.
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Bill Impacts Table
% of bills decreasing by
Customer Class
Single Family
Multi Family
CII
Landscape
Not in use
Not in use

% of bills increasing by

more than 20%

15 to 20%

10 to 15%

5 to 10%

No More Than
+/- 5%

5 to 10%

10 to 15%

15 to 20%

more than 20%

0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
1%
0%
0%

21%
38%
25%
26%

38%
25%
20%
12%

9%
4%
28%
33%

4%
4%
7%
2%

17%
18%
9%
6%

11%
12%
10%
20%

0%
0%
0%
0%

Bill Impact
Histograms

Single Family Customer Class Bill Impact Histogram
Percent of Bills
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Assess Customer Affordability
 Always an issue with
consumers and regulators
 Need to understand the depth
of the issue in your community
 See AWE Sales Forecasting
and Rate Model for an example
 Other resources: UNC EFC
Water Rates Affordability
Assessment Tool

Design Drought Rates
Rate Performance
Indicators

Rate Design Tables

Drought Stage
Selector

2. Rate Performance by Drought/Shortage Stage
The tables in this section hold two sets of rates. Your proposed rates are carried over from Step 3. These cannot be modified on this worksheet. They provide the point of reference
for calculating the revenue impacts of drought stages. The Stage rates are the rates that would apply for a given drought/shortage stage. To see how your Proposed rates would perform in
a drought stage, click the Reset Drought Stage Rates to Proposed Rates. This will copy your Proposed rates into the tables for the Stage Rates. You can then use the Select Drought Stage
drop-down list to cycle through the drought stages and see how your sales revenue would be impacted by each stage. Impacts to annual sales volume and revenue for each Customer Class
are summarized to the right of the rate tables. You can adjust the Stage Rates to see how your annual sales volume and revenue would respond. You can adjust the size or number of blocks
as well as the rates for each block. You can use trial and error to find rates appropriate to each drought/shortage stage, or you can use Excel's goal-seek or solver functionality to do this.
Section 3 provides a calculator that can quickly identify rates for a given drought/shortage stage that are revenue neutral.
Single Family

Off Peak Season

Block 1
Block 2
Block 3
Block 4
Block 5

Proposed Rates
Block
Rate
(CCF)
($/CCF)
5
$2.50
10
$2.50
15
$2.50
15
$2.50
15
$2.50

Peak Season
Stage 2 Rates
Block
Rate
(CCF)
($/CCF)
5
$2.50
10
$2.50
15
$2.50
15
$2.50
15
$2.50

Proposed Rates
Block
Rate
(CCF)
($/CCF)
5
$3.75
10
$3.75
15
$3.75
15
$3.75
15
$3.75

Stage 2 Rates
Block
Rate
(CCF)
($/CCF)
5
$3.75
10
$3.75
15
$3.75
15
$3.75
15
$3.75

Impact of Drought Stage Rates
Relative to Proposed Rates

Select Drought Stage

Annual
Annual
Sales Volume Service & Volume Revenue
(% Change)
(% Change)

Rate Performance by Customer Class
Annual Sales Volume
Proposed
Stage 2
% Change
CCF 8,913,705
7,844,060
-12.0%
Annual Sales Revenue (Thou. $)
Proposed
Stage 2
% Change
Service $12,263
$12,263
0.0%
Volume $27,744
$24,415
-12.0%
Total $40,007
$36,678
-8.3%
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How Certain are Future Sales?

Examine Probabilities
4. Determine Sales Revenue Exceedence Probability
The sales revenue exceedence probability gives the probability that sales revenue will equal or exceed a target revenue. Use the Target Cells below to see the likelihood of meeting a sales
revenue target under your Current and Proposed rates.

Target Amount
(Thou. $)
First Year Revenue

5-Year Cumulative Revenue

Under Proposed Rates

Year 1 Revenue

Year 1 Revenue

$71,000

User sets
revenue
targets
3-Year Cumulative Revenue

Under Current Rates

Target Exceedence
Probability: 43%

Target Exceedence
Probability: 66%

3-Yr Cum. Revenue

3-Yr Cum. Revenue

Target Exceedence
Probability: 21%

Target Exceedence
Probability: 52%

5-Yr Cum. Revenue

5-Yr Cum. Revenue

Target Exceedence
Probability: 20%

Target Exceedence
Probability: 61%

$215,000

$360,000

Model
calculates
likelihood
of
meeting
or
exceeding
target

Westminster’s Story
 Citizens complained about being
asked to conserve when rates would
just go up anyway
 Westminster reviewed marginal costs
for future infrastructure if conservation
had not been done
 Since 1980 conservation has saved
residents and businesses 80% in tap
fees and 91% in rates compared to
what they would have been without
conservation

Summary Concepts






Revenue instability is in ALL rate structures
Efficiency objectives should be designed in
One size does not fit all
Better rate analysis requires good data
Embracing uncertainty enables better
decisions
 Sound financial policies can support fiscal
sustainability
 Customer understanding and empowerment is
key

AWE’s Role in National Issues
 Help water conservation programs thrive for
our members
 Create opportunities for policy advocacy on
enact solutions to these two barriers
 Build coalitions with our membership (such
as in Congress)
 Partner with other organizations
 Train our members in implementing the
solutions crafted

Join the Leader Board
 AWWA Water Conservation Standard G-480
for water utilities
 AWE willing to measure and report utility
compliance for AWE members
 “Leader Board” on AWE website
 Georgia and Oregon so far
 No Texas utilities!

